INTOSAI’s efforts to curb corruption, perspectives, and activities from the Global Expert Team employing education and technology
Leadership
Supreme Audit Institutions of United Arab Emirates and Ecuador

Composition
Supreme Audit Institutions of Russia, Austria, Italy, Hungary, Egypt and Portugal

Aim
To implement a Memorandum of Understanding with UNODC

Global Expert Team
INTOSAI's Framework of Professional Pronouncements

INTOSAI-P1 Lima Declaration
INTOSAI-P10 Mexico Declaration
INTOSAI-P20
ISSAI 130 Code of Ethics
GUID 5270

More information on: www.issai.org
UNIVERSITY OF INTOSAI
Nurturing Auditors of the Future

TRAININGS AND PUBLICATIONS ON CORRUPTION WILL BE COORDINATED WITH UNODC
Higher risks of corruption
New auditing approaches and use of technology

Institutional response
Assessment of SAIs capacities and counteracting budget constrains

Articulation
Cooperation between SAIs, anticorruption agencies, international organizations, etc.

Virtual conference:
Challenges and approaches to prevent corruption outbreak during times of crisis

"Collaboration between SAIs and ACAs"
Host: INTOSAI's Global Expert Team to Implement the MoU between INTOSAI and UNODC
Wednesday, 9th December 2020

More information on: https://saiuae.gov.ae/en/Pages/Conferences.aspx
DISSEMINATION OF A SUCCESSFUL METHODOLOGY TO PREVENT CORRUPTION

Not all the SAIs have jurisdictional faculties or can conduct anticorruption criminal investigations.

Focus on: measuring risks and enhancing controls via a voluntary survey.

Opening conference of the International Integrity Seminar is held online by SAI Hungary

February 11, 2021 marked the official opening conference of the 8th International Integrity Seminar which was held online for the first time in its history due to the pandemic restrictions.

The Seminar is organized by the State Audit Office of Hungary under the auspices of the INTOSAI's Global Expert Team (IGET) to implement of INTOSAI/UNODC MoU.
The future relevant
VALUE-ADDING AUDITOR

THROUGH OUR RESEARCH, WE IDENTIFIED
4 essential broad competency areas:

- Critical thinking
  importance of critical thinking
  and a questioning mind

- Collaboration
  ability to function openly and
  collaboratively with our teams
  and other stakeholders

- Resilience
  qualities that ensure resilience so as to effectively
  embrace change

- Digital literacy
  the need to increase our digital literacy so to
  remain relevant

INTOSAI's Working Group on Science and Technology
Impact of technologies on auditing processes

OLACEFS' Specialized Working Group against Transnational Corruption
Data exchange via an interoperability system

https://wgista.saiuae.gov.ae/Pages/default.aspx

https://www.olacefs.com/grupo-de-trabajo-especializado-en-la-lucha-contra-la-corrupcion-transnacional-de-la-olacefs/
Join and support supreme audit institutions in their efforts to assure a good management of public resources.

Thank you!

For further inquiries please write to IR@saiuae.gov.ae or coordinacion@contraloria.gob.ec